Gear Grinding With
Dislh Wlhileel:s,
THIS ARTICLE ANALYZES THE

I'OSSIBllI'TIES

FOR THE SElECTION;

OF TOOL ADJUSTMENTS

TO

REDUCE roOTH PROIFIU ERRORS
AND, RUNNING OISTANCE AND
TIMIE DURING GRIINDING OIF
GEARS WITH OIISH WHEElS.
THE SelECTION OF PARAMHERS
WAS BASED ON THE ANALYSIS OF
A GRm DIAGRAM Of A GIEAR AND
A RACK. SOME FORMULAS AND
GRAPHS ARE PRESENTED FOIR,THE
SElE'CTION OF THE PRESSURE
ANGliE. GRINOIING OF EXPERIIMENTAL GEAIRS CONFIRM THE
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS.
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method of gear grindin-.

lntroducHon
The grinding of gears with dish
wheels (Maag type grinding machines)
is widely viewed a the most. preci e
method of gear grinding because of tile
very shari. and simple kinematic links
between the gear and the tool, and also
becau e the cutting edge of the wheels
represent planar urface. However, ill
thi grinding method. depending on the
parameters of the gears and one of the
adju tmern [such as the number of 'Leeth
encompas ed by the grinding wheels),
so-called ovcrtravel at the lip or at the
root of the teeth being ground generally
occurs. When this happens, machining
with only one wheel take place. A a
result. the profile error and the length of
th generating path increase . while productivity

decreases.

Analy.si·· of Grinding Gears
Witb Dish W:heel
The 20-degree method of gear
grinding with dish wheels wa examined
in a previou ankle (Ref. I). 1rI that
method. the blade of the dish wheel
represent part of a 20-degree rock.
Here we shall consider the process
of grindiing gear with dill wheels using
the O·degree method (Fig. I). This is
more productive than jhe 20-degr,ee
method becau e of the shorter running
dislance involved. However, because of
the overtravel, the formation of a step
form profile error is po ible. In Figure
I. i1L is. Ute overtravel at the tooth lip.
which enlarge
thelUnDing distance.
During thi overtravel, a tep i formed
near the tooth root.
Consider thi problem usingthe grid
diagram of gear-tool engagement (Fig.
28). The grid diagram is con tructed for

a pur gear with the following parameters: pressure angle·1Il '" 200, module m '"
3.5 mm, number of teeth ,::: [9, addendum modification coefficient l(= +0.5,
out ide diameter do",76.78 mrn, distance
between grinding wheels M '" 28.01 rnm,
which is equalto the span measurement.
The coordinates of the grid diagram are
de cribed as follows: The ordinate axls
repre ents the actual melius of curvature
p of tile tooth prom : the ab cissa axls
represents
the correponding
length
S=,rp rb of thearc along the base circle of
radius rb, rp - arc angle. Th inclined
lines 011 the diagram denote the motion
of the points of contact of the grinding
wheels with the riglu and left profiles.
Here, IPn' Pm and P, are the radii
vature 011 the out ide diameter,
point. of ecnta I with the wheel
symmetric positioning relative
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_-----------.,GEAR,GRINDING------------axi of the centers and at the boundary
point of the tooth profile respectively.
Figure 2b shows plots of the normal
components of the cutting forces for the
right and left profile, which. a in a previous article (Ref. 2), were proportional
to the width of the contact area of the
wheel withthe tooth being machined . As
a result of the effect of normal cutting
forces and the deformation of the elastic
system. the gear rotates. causing a deviation in the
2c shows this

deviation of tooth profile by the addition
of the lines in Figure 2b,
As we can ee 1.0 the diagram of the
tooth profile (Fig. 3). which was obtained
after grinding uch iii gear in a Maag-type
grinding machine, a step was formed at
the root of the teeth. We can see from the
diagram in Figure 2c and Figure 3 that
the experimental. and theoretical curves
are v,ery similar to each other and that
the step at the tooth root is caused by the

b)

c)
root

tip

Fig. 2-Gr,ld diagram ,Dftha, dis:Il, whee'I',. ,II) Gltllr
teeth 'engagement. b), COllstnn:tion of lIIe Iprofil.,
aITD', ,e)Theoretical looth p~ofiI'e IImf.
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Fig~.3--lootl1, p.rofile dillgrLm after grInding Iby:'0,degnll!: melbodl.
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In order to elimiaate the problem

where M = span measurement of 'the

ovenravel during grinding. Ute Maag Co.

teeth encompassed bel ween grinding
wheels. IJfb base helix angle and ,db ==
base diameter.
Sub l.ituting equation (2) 'in equation
(l) we can gel

(Switzerland) developed the K-mel1Jodi
of grinding (Ref, 3)1. Using the Kmethodi, du.ring overtravel of 'the tip ,the
lower edge of the wheels is placed above
dle axis of tbeeenters at beightHs <rb,
During overtravel of the roots, the lower
edge of the wheels is placed at height Hs
:> rb. Quantity Hs was clio en' 0 that at
me end of the generating troke both

Iy oompletegrindiQg on the tips and roots of dle teeth, In
me first case, Itbe wheels also rotate by a
certain angle. r ill order to complete the
grinding oflhe root section of Uletoolh.
A shortcomingof
Ilbis melhodi is that
the obtained profile (eimer a lengthened
wheels simultaneou

=

=

w.

llo, [M I cosV'" + PI)] I db (3)
Figure 5 shows a diagram of grinding according to the propo ed method.
Let u call it the a-method when aOt >
O. Fig-ure 6 bows the ,a-method when
aO! < O. Theaxe of the grindmg wheels

are al

.in lined at an angle ,aO! to the
horizontal axis, and diameter D of the
0

generating roller is d termined from the
condition of equality of the meshing
intervals of the pan: being machinoo and
lhe imaginary too] rod II! cording tolllJe
known formula
Dr;;;; ]r'" I cos ,aill- 6
(4)
where 6 is the thickness of the generating
strip in mm ..
The points of contact of 'lh wheels
wilh the teeth mov in lh planes of

HOBBliNG & MILLIN'G MIACIHIINIES
'FROM LAMBERT AND WAH ILl A'G
The WallfimOllI C'Ne lis I new generation of high speed gear hobbing
machines, IDeveloped lor high·precisian pinion and face geer manufacturingl with cutter rotation speed at
20.000 R~!II Max. I).P' 42.

or hortened involute) diffeliS from the
theoretical, Therefore, a mechanism is
needed to correct the profile (Ref. 4)1.
The mennoned hortcemings of lhe
K-metbod can be eliminated if grinding
is carried out using a generating roller
with a corrected diameter and an angle of
machine tool. engagement '00t in the
Iran verse plane. The angle flor mu t be
determined from the condition of evenness of the number of contacts during
gear grinding or a symmetry of the grid
diagram (Ref. 5). From the symmetry of
this diagram Cfig. 2a) with respect te the
line corresponding to the radiu of CUIVa'lure P'w, of tooth !profile we have

The Wabli ~!15111 CNG G r Hob.biJ
Mlchine has been developed to cover
,8 wJde variety ,of different parts other
Iha n Iregular II811 r design~. Options,
Include thread and worm milling
aeeassories, debuTringl software and
tangential techllo1ogyrDr worm wheel
manufacturing. M x. D.IP.l2.
The Lambert 12. CNe is the most sue,eessrul 111111accepted machine for
worm and thread milling jobs around
lihe world. Mast 01 its benefits 8 ra
lound in th e flexible loading system for
highllolume, J..shift runs. Mu. D.IFI:10.

Po.+P, =2p'""
(I)
From Figure 5 we can find the quan-

lite lambelill5lJO CNC is unique in, tile
fleXibility it offers for 'riFle pilch 'gear
hobbinll challenllEiS.With a·aKis conI troland
flexible autoloading, it's the'
I smallest. and most flexible machlna in
'the marltet Max. D.P.20.
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_------------,GEARGIRINIDlNG------------meshing rangeat to the base cylinder and
inclined at angle aor' For this reasen, tile
length of longiradinaluave! of the part.
during machining by this method is
somewhatgreater than during :machining
by liIe K-method.
It is apparent from Figure 5 mal
when aar > 0 the wheel must be lowered
in comparison w:ith. their position during
grinding according 10 the O-degree
method. The setting height of the lower
points of the grinding wheels above lhe

axis of the centers is found by considering the diagram .in Figure 5

H = fb cos aOr - p~sin alii
In similar fashion. when .aOr < 0 we can
find from Figure 6

i

H = fl)COS .aQj "II- PI sin UOr
We must note tJlat during grinding
with positive .uO! (Fig. 5), in order (0
ell ure the emergence of the edge oflJte
wheel al liIe tooth root. it is de irable 10
carry out undercutting at the tooth roots
(filleti
of liIe

tooth root is required, However, in many
cases machining is possible without filleting, ince the radial. clearance is adequate for 'emergence of the edge of the
grinding wheel.
The proposed method of tooth
grinding was checked! on the same model

Fig. - a-methodl 0l,g611 grinding with nagatin
angle 01 engagement.
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hob, or shave your gears, !he 'Inal surfitce is II series of parallel peaks and valleys
grind.

During

operation.
these peaks produce
metal-to-metal contacts
These
metal-tometal contaCls result in lIle peaks being
ground or broken oft. producing Ihe first generation 01 tool!> pitting. Studies have shown
!hat once tooth pining begins. it will eontlnue
until ultimately Ihe gear teelh !ail.
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Fig. l-Tooth profile diagram after grinding III,a.method.
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for salectinglhe

anOliemeD1.

angle between 'gear lind dish wheels.
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machine '1001as the O-degree method. A
gear with the same parameters as above
w
ground!. The calculated parameters
. ere: angle of engagement czat ;;;; -4.29";
span measurement M ;;;;17.6 mm for the
number of teeih Z
2, encompassed
between the grinding wheels; generating

=

path L = (Pa - PI) co (lOt = 223 mm. This
was 4.7 mm Ie than .in the 'I)..degree
method of gear grinding in which L 2p"
- M = 27.0 mm (in case of 2 teem
between the wheel ) and L = M - 2p{ ;;;;
28.0 rom (in the case of 3 teeth between
the wheels).
figure 7 shows diagrams of tooth
profile of the indicated gear, gTOWld
according to th proposed method. In
this case, the profile 'error does nOI. havea
step at '!he tooth root,
To determine the angles ,(lOt' the
charts soown in figure 8 c-an be used.
Here the values of £lor are plotted as a
function 'of the number of teelh of the
gear being ground and the number of
teeth Z~encompassed between the grinding wheels. The calculation was made
using Equation 3 for standard gears of 20degree pressure angle. full tooth height
and without addendum modification and
munding at the t.oolJrl root Fromtaese
charts one must select th mallest angle
pc il:lle, either positive or negative,
because of limitations of angle in some
models of machine tools with dish wllleeLs
and also for shorter length of longitudinal
travel. A smaller number of teeth encornpassed between grinding wheels gives
negative angle and Larger number gives
po itive angle of eng gemem between
gear and grinding wheels. 0

=
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